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CHARACTER RECOGNITION DEVICE AND 
METHOD 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention relates to a character recog 
nition device and a character recognition method for per 
forming character recognition based on image data repre 
Senting images including character information inputted 
from an imaging modality (imaging device) for the purpose 
of diagnosis. 

0003 2. Description of a Related Art 
0004 Conventionally, various kinds of image data have 
been collected by imaging an object to be inspected Such as 
a human body by using various kinds of modalities Such as 
a CT (computed tomography) device, an MRI (magnetic 
resonance image) device, and a US (ultrasonography) 
device. For example, in the case of using a CT device, plural 
pieces of image data corresponding to ten to Several hun 
dreds of images are generated for one imaging, and then, 
they are collected. These pieces of image data are Subjected 
to Suitable processing and Stored in an image Storage device, 
displayed on an image display device Such as a CRT, or 
outputted onto films or the like in a printer. 
0005 Furthermore, image data representing one or more 
images is retrieved from the image Storage device, in which 
a Series of image data has been Stored, based on retrieval 
information. Based on the image data, the image display 
device displays an image of the object, or the printer outputs 
an image of the object onto a film or the like. AS the retrieval 
information to be used for retrieval of image data, generally, 
patient information Such as patient ID, patient name in Kanji 
(Chinese characters), patient name in alphabetic characters 
or the like, Sex and date of birth, and examination informa 
tion Such as examination ID are used and the image data are 
stored in association with the information. The information 
is normally included in images at the time of imaging, and 
formed by characters Such as kanji, hiragana (the rounded 
Japanese phonetic syllabary), alphabetic characters, numeric 
characters and Signs. 
0006 By the way, as a technique of recognizing charac 
ters from image data representing images including charac 
ter information, there is known a technique called template 
matching by which a character recognition dictionary (con 
version table for character recognition), which has stored 
each template as a candidate character of the respective 
character to be recognized, is prepared with respect to each 
imaging modality, and a character included in an image is 
compared with the template So as to recognize the character. 
0007 Such a technique of template matching is used in 
an image input and output device for inputting image data 
from various kinds of imaging modalities, recognizing 
patient information and examination information from char 
acters included in images, and outputting the image data 
along with the information as character data associated with 
the image data to the image Storage device, image display 
device or printer. 
0008 According to such a technique of template match 
ing, when a character String image exists in a fixed position 
at the left end or right end of the image Such as in the case 
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of patient information, there is no problem in designating the 
cutout of character String image by using fixed coordinates. 
However, for example, in the case where lateral blurring of 
character String image occurs at the time of analog capture 
or the position of character String image changes due to 
difference in number of characters by centering of character 
String image, if the cutout of character String image is 
designated by using fixed coordinates, there is a problem 
that the character String image can not be cutout appropri 
ately and character recognition can not be performed accu 
rately. 

0009 Further, depending on the imaging modality, some 
times adjacent character images contact or overlap in a 
character String image, and in Such a case, the character 
images can not be separated by the Space between the 
character images and how to Separate character images 
appropriately becomes a problem. 

0010 Japanese Patent Application Publication JP-A-8- 
185485 discloses character recognition method and device 
for recognizing characters and words by allowing character 
cutout errors and word detection errors, in which item 
classification can be automatically corrected with accuracy 
even when character Strings have narrow character spacing 
lengths and word Spacing lengths, character types can be 
determined even when items are not registered in a keyword 
dictionary, and capacity of keyword dictionary and word 
dictionary can be reduced (paragraphs 0041 and 0074, and 
FIG. 6). According to the character recognition method and 
device, at the word detection Step, words are detected by 
adopting an end of the first peak from the Smallest Value of 
the character Spacing length in a histogram as a threshold 
value to be used in finding a break between words, and 
thereby, words can be accurately detected even when char 
acter Strings have narrow character spacing lengths and 
word Spacing lengths. However, in the character recognition 
method and device, the break between words is found from 
the histogram of character spacing lengths, and therefore, a 
Step of creating the histogram of character spacing lengths is 
required. Further, JP-A-8-185485 does not disclose how to 
perform character recognition in the case where adjacent 
characters contact or overlap each other in a character String. 
0011 Further, Japanese Patent Application Publication 
JP-A-11-88589 discloses image processing device and 
method for Supplying images obtained from an image diag 
nostic device to a computer network (paragraphs 0040 and 
0041, FIG. 7). According to the image processing device 
and method, character information (patient name, patient ID, 
etc.) added to diagnostic images is recognized by labeling 
continuous areas of the extracted character patterns and 
obtaining feature amounts (the maximum value, an average 
value, a standard deviation value, etc. of the pixel values) 
with respect to each labeled continuous area to Separate 
character images. However, the Separation processing of 
character images is performed based on the limitation that 
character images never share one pixel with each other, and 
therefore, characters can not be recognized in the case where 
adjacent characters contact or overlap each other in a char 
acter String. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0012. The present invention has been achieved in view of 
the above-described problems. An object of the present 
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invention is to provide a character recognition device and a 
character recognition method capable of performing accu 
rate character recognition based on image data representing 
images including character information inputted from an 
imaging modality even when positions of character String 
images change or adjacent character images contact or 
overlap each other in a character String image. 

0013 In order to solve the above-described problems, a 
character recognition device according to one aspect of the 
present invention is a character recognition device for per 
forming character recognition based on image data repre 
Senting images including character information inputted 
from an imaging modality for a purpose of diagnosis, and 
comprises: character recognition image data creating means 
for extracting character String image data representing a 
character String image from image data generated by using 
the imaging modality and repeatedly shifting the character 
String image represented by the extracted character String 
image data in a character String direction at least one pixel 
by one pixel So as to create plural kinds of character String 
image data including the extracted character String image 
data; and character recognition processing means for Sepa 
rating character images from each character String image 
represented by the plural kinds of character String image 
data to obtain character pattern data representing the Sepa 
rated character images, performing character recognition by 
using the obtained character pattern data, and calculating 
certainty factors based on an agreement rate of recognition 
results of the character pattern data to determine a recogni 
tion result character String based on the certainty factors 
with respect to the plural kinds of character String image 
data. 

0.014 Further, a character recognition method according 
to one aspect of the present invention is a character recog 
nition method of performing character recognition based on 
image data representing images including character infor 
mation inputted from an imaging modality for a purpose of 
diagnosis, and comprises the steps of: (a) extracting char 
acter String image data representing a character String image 
from image data generated by using the imaging modality 
and repeatedly shifting the character String image repre 
Sented by the extracted character String image data in a 
character String direction at least one pixel by one pixel So 
as to create plural kinds of character String image data 
including the extracted character String image data; and (b) 
Separating character images from each character String 
image represented by the plural kinds of character String 
image data to obtain character pattern data representing the 
Separated character images, and performing character rec 
ognition by using the obtained character pattern data; and (c) 
calculating certainty factors based on an agreement of 
recognition results of the character pattern data to determine 
a recognition result character String based on the certainty 
factors with respect to the plural kinds of character String 
image data. 

0.015 According to the present invention, accurate char 
acter recognition can be performed based on image data 
representing images including character information input 
ted from an imaging modality even when positions of 
character String images change or adjacent character images 
contact or overlap each other in a character String image. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0016 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the constitution 
of a character recognition device according to one embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
0017 FIGS. 2A to 2D show examples of character 
pattern data and character pattern data with lacking ends 
registered in a storage unit 18 as shown in FIG. 1; 
0018 FIG. 3 shows an example in which adjacent char 
acter images overlap each other; 
0019 FIG. 4 shows an example of created character 
String group image data in which extracted character String 
image data and plural character String image data formed by 
shifting pixels of the extracted character String image data 
one by one are Sequentially arranged in the vertical direc 
tion; 
0020 FIG. 5 shows an example of image data for char 
acter recognition created by a character recognition image 
data generating unit 16 as shown in FIG. 1; 
0021 FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing the operation of the 
character recognition device 1 as shown in FIG. 1; 
0022 FIG. 7 shows an example of character string image 
data included in the image data that has been Stored in an 
image data memory unit 15 as shown in FIG. 1; 
0023 FIG. 8 shows an example of image for character 
recognition 51 created by the character recognition image 
data creating unit 16 as shown in FIG. 1; and 
0024 FIG. 9 shows an example of recognition result 
character Strings and certainty factors with respect to the 
image for character recognition 51 as shown in FIG. 8. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0025 Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention 
will be described in detail by referring to the drawings. 
0026 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the constitution 
of a character recognition device according to one embodi 
ment of the present invention. A character recognition 
device 1 includes interfaces (I/Fs) 10 to 12, an input unit 13, 
a control unit 14, an image data memory unit 15, a character 
recognition image data creating unit 16, a character recog 
nition processing unit 17, a storage unit 18, an output unit 19 
and a network interface 20. 

0027. The interface 10 outputs image data inputted from 
a CT device 2 connected to the character recognition device 
1 to the image data memory unit 15. The interface 11 outputs 
image data inputted from an MRI device 3 connected to the 
character recognition device 1 to the image data memory 
unit 15. The interface 12 outputs image data inputted from 
a US device 4 connected to the character recognition device 
1 to the image data memory unit 15. 
0028. The control unit 14 controls the image data 
memory unit 15, the character recognition image data cre 
ating unit 16, the character recognition processing unit 17, 
and the Storage unit 18 based on various kinds of instructions 
and information (e.g., a device name of the imaging modal 
ity, a character width, a character height, a number of 
overlapping lines, etc.) inputted from the input unit 13 (e.g., 
a keyboard or the like). 
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0029. The image data memory unit 15 classifies image 
data inputted from the CT device 2, the MRI device 3 and 
the US device 4 via the interfaces 10 to 12 with respect to 
each device and Stores them according to the control signals 
from the control unit 14. 

0030 The character recognition image data creating unit 
16 reads out the image data from the image data memory 
unit 15 and cuts out character String image data, which 
represents character information included in the read image 
data, from a predetermined cutout position according to the 
control signals from the control unit 14, thereby extracts 
character String image data from the image data. 
0.031 Further, in the case where adjacent character 
images overlap each other in the lateral direction (in the 
character String direction) by one pixel (a number of over 
lapping line (S)=1), for example, the character recognition 
image data creating unit 16 creates image data for character 
recognition in the following manner. 
0032. At least n1 kinds of character string image data are 
created by shifting extracted character String image data one 
by one pixel in the lateral direction (in the character String 
direction) where n1=(a number of pixels of the character 
image in the lateral direction)-2, and character String group 
image data is created in which the extracted character String 
image data and the created at least n1 kinds of character 
String image data are arranged in the vertical direction (in the 
direction different from the character String direction). 
0033. Then, a position where a character color first 
appears (hereinafter, referred to as “character color start 
position') is detected in the extracted character String image 
data and the created character String image data included in 
the created character String group image data, and vertical 
lines in the same color as the background color (different 
color from the character color) are drawn within the char 
acter String imageS represented by the extracted character 
String image data and the created character String image data 
included in the created character String group image data at 
the pixel corresponding to the detected character color Start 
position and every n2 of pixels from the character color Start 
position where n2=(a number of pixels of the character 
image in the lateral direction)-1. Hereinafter, the extracted 
character String image data and the created character String 
image data in which vertical lines are drawn are referred to 
as “character String image data with vertical lines”. 
0034) For example, in the case where character string 
image data in which the character image “I” of Vertical 12 
pixelsxlateral 8 pixels as shown in FIG. 2A and the char 
acter image “O'” of vertical 12 pixelsxlateral 8 pixels as 
shown in FIG. 2C overlap with each other by one pixel as 
shown in FIG. 3 is extracted, the character recognition 
image data generating unit 16 arranges the extracted char 
acter String image as shown at the top of FIG. 4, and 
thereunder, a character String image formed by shifting the 
extracted character String image in the lateral direction (to 
the left in the drawing) by one pixel. Then, under the shifted 
character String image, the unit arranges a character String 
image formed by shifting the extracted character String 
image in the lateral direction (to the left in the drawing) by 
two pixels. The operation is repeated, and at the bottom, the 
unit arranges a character String image formed by shifting the 
extracted character String image in the lateral direction (to 
the left in the drawing) by Six pixels. Thus, character String 
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group image data representing a character String group 
image in which the extracted character String image and Six 
character String images formed by Shifting the pixel of the 
extracted character String image one by one are arranged in 
the Vertical direction is created. 

0035. Then, the character recognition image data gener 
ating unit 16 detects a character color Start position in the 
created character String group image. In the character String 
group image as shown in FIG. 4, the left end of the character 
String image at the bottom in the drawing is detected as the 
character color start position. Then, as shown in FIG. 5, the 
character recognition image data generating unit 16 creates 
image data for character recognition by drawing vertical 
lines 21 to 24 in the same color as the background color 
(shown by broken lines in the drawing) within the character 
String images represented by the character String group 
image data at the pixel in the detected character color Start 
position and every n2 pixels from the character color Start 
position where n2=(a number of pixels in the lateral direc 
tion of character images)-1. 
0036) In the storage unit 18 (e.g., a hard disk or the like), 
there is Stored a character recognition dictionary to be used 
for character recognition processing in the character recog 
nition processing unit 17. In the character recognition dic 
tionary, besides the character pattern data (bitmap data) 
representing character images, character pattern data in 
which the character color in two vertical lines each having 
a width of one pixel at both ends of a character image 
represented by the character pattern data has been turned in 
the background color (hereinafter, referred to as “character 
pattern data with lacking ends’) is registered. 
0037 For example, as to the character image “I” as 
shown in FIG. 2A, besides the character pattern data of 
vertical 12 pixelsxlateral 8 pixels as shown in FIG. 2A, the 
character pattern data with lacking ends of Vertical 12 
pixelsxlateral 6 pixels as shown in FIG. 2B is registered in 
the character recognition dictionary. Similarly, as to the 
character image “O'” as shown in FIG. 2C, besides the 
character pattern data of vertical 12 pixelsxlateral 8 pixels as 
shown in FIG. 2C, the character pattern data with lacking 
ends of vertical 12 pixelsxlateral 6 pixels as shown in FIG. 
2D is registered in the character recognition dictionary. 
0038 According to the control signals from the control 
unit 14, the character recognition processing unit 17 Sepa 
rates character images by utilizing the vertical lines in the 
character String images represented by plural kinds of char 
acter String image data with vertical lines included in the 
image data for character recognition created by the character 
recognition image data creating unit 16 So as to obtain 
character pattern data representing the Separated character 
images. Then, the character recognition processing unit 17 
performs character recognition by using the obtained char 
acter pattern data while referring to the character recognition 
dictionary Stored in the Storage unit 18. 
0039 For example, as to the character string image with 
vertical lines as shown at the bottom of FIG. 5, the character 
recognition processing unit 17 Separates the character 
images every Seven pixels in the lateral direction from the 
character color Start position by utilizing the vertical lines 21 
and 22, and thereby, obtains character pattern data repre 
Senting the Separated character images, i.e., character pattern 
data representing the character image “I” on the left in the 
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drawing, both ends of which have been turned in the 
background color by the Vertical lines 21 and 22, and 
character pattern data representing the character image “O'” 
on the left in the drawing, both ends of which have been 
turned in the background color by the vertical lines 22 and 
23, in the character String image represented by the character 
String image data with Vertical lines. Then, the character 
recognition processing unit 17 performs character recogni 
tion by using the obtained character pattern data represent 
ing the character image “I” and the obtained character 
pattern data representing the character image “O'” and refer 
ring to the character recognition dictionary Stored in the 
Storage unit 18. Here, the character recognition processing 
unit 17 performs character recognition by referring to the 
character pattern data with lacking ends in which the color 
in two vertical lines each having a width of one pixel at both 
ends of the character pattern image is turned in the back 
ground color as shown in FIGS. 2B and 2D from among the 
character pattern data registered in the character recognition 
dictionary. 
0040. Then, the character recognition processing unit 17 
calculates certainty factors based on an agreement rate of the 
recognition results of character pattern data and calculates 
average values of the certainty factors with respect to the 
plural kinds of character String image data with Vertical 
lines, and determines the recognition result (recognition 
result character String) of character String image data with 
Vertical lines having the largest average value of the cer 
tainty factors as a final recognition result. 
0041. The output unit 19 outputs the recognition result 
character String recognized in the character recognition 
processing unit 17 with the image data Stored in the image 
data memory unit 15 or Singly through the network interface 
20 connected to an image Storage device 5, an image display 
device 6 and a printer 7 via a network N1 to one or more of 
the devices 5 to 7. 

0.042 Here, the control unit 14, the character recognition 
image data creating unit 16 and the character recognition 
processing unit 17 may be formed by a CPU and software 
(control program), or formed by a digital circuit or analog 
circuit. In the former case, the Software (control program) 
may be stored in the storage unit 18 so that the CPU reads 
out the Software from the storage unit 18. 
0.043 Next, the operation of the character recognition 
device 1 according to the embodiment will be described by 
referring to FIGS. 6 to 9. FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing the 
operation of the character recognition device 1 as shown in 
FIG. 1. FIG. 7 shows an example of character string image 
included in the image represented by the image data that has 
been Stored in the image data memory unit 15 as shown in 
FIG. 1. FIG. 8 shows an example of character string image 
with vertical lines represented by the image data for char 
acter recognition created by the character recognition image 
data creating unit 16 as shown in FIG. 1. 
0044) First, at step S1 in FIG. 6, image data representing 
the image including the character String image “SUZUKI 
ICHIROU” as shown in FIG. 7 is inputted from the CT 
device 2, the MRI device 3 or the US device 4 to the 
character recognition device 1 and inputted to the image data 
memory unit 15 via corresponding one of the interfaces 10 
to 12. 

004.5 Then, at step S2, an operator inputs device infor 
mation representing the device (imaging modality), that has 
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outputted the image data, to the control unit 14 by using the 
input unit 13. For example, when the CT device 2 outputs 
the image data, the operator inputs the device information 
representing the CT device 2 to the control unit 14 by using 
the input unit 13. 
0046) The control unit 14 outputs control signals includ 
ing the device information to the image data memory unit 15 
for registration. The image data memory unit 15 classifies 
and Stores the image data with respect to each device based 
on the device information. 

0047. At step S3, according to the control signals from 
the control unit 14, the character recognition image data 
creating unit 16 reads out the image data representing the 
image including the character string image “SUZUKI ICHI 
ROU” from the image data memory unit 15, and then, cuts 
out the character string image “SUZUKI ICHIROU” repre 
Sented by the read image data from a predetermined cutout 
position (e.g., the right end of the image) So as to extract 
character String image data from the image data. 
0048. At step S4, the character recognition image data 
creating unit 16 creates an image for character recognition 
51 as shown in FIG. 8 by using the extracted character string 
image data in the following manner. 
0049. A character string image formed by shifting the 
extracted character String image to the left in the drawing by 
one pixel is arranged under the extracted character String 
image. A character String image formed by shifting the 
extracted character String image to the left in the drawing by 
two pixels is arranged under the shifted character String 
image. Similarly, character String images formed by shifting 
pixels of the extracted character String image one by one are 
Sequentially arranged in the lateral direction, and at the 
bottom, there is arranged a character String image formed by 
shifting the extracted character String image to the left in the 
drawing by Six pixels, which corresponds to (a number of 
pixels in the lateral direction of character imageS)-2. 
Thereby, character String group image data representing a 
character String group image is created, in which the 
extracted character String image and Six character String 
imageS formed by shifting the pixels of the extracted char 
acter String image one by one to the left in the drawing are 
arranged in the vertical direction. 
0050. Then, the character recognition image data gener 
ating unit 16 detects a character color Start position in the 
created character String group image, and draws vertical 
lines in the same color as the background color in the 
character String group image on a pixel at the detected 
character color start position and every Seven pixels from the 
character color Start position. Thereby, the image for char 
acter recognition 51 representing the total Seven character 
String image data with Vertical lines is created. 
0051. At step S5, according to the control signals from 
the control unit 14, the character recognition processing unit 
17 Separates character images every Seven pixels in the 
lateral direction by utilizing the Vertical lines and obtains 
character pattern data representing the character images to 
be character-recognized, i.e., character pattern data corre 
sponding to “S”, “U”, “Z”, “U”, “K”, “I”, “I”, “C”, “H”, “I”, 
“R”, “O'” and “U” from the character string image with 
vertical lines which are arranged from the top of FIG. 8 to 
the bottom of FIG. 8 and represented by the image data for 
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character recognition inputted from the character recogni 
tion image data creating unit 16. 

0.052 Then, the character recognition processing unit 17 
performs character recognition by using the obtained char 
acter pattern data while referring to the character recognition 
dictionary Stored in the Storage unit 18. Here, the character 
recognition processing unit 17 performs character recogni 
tion by referring to the character pattern data with lacking 
ends in which the color in two vertical lines each having a 
width of two pixels at both ends of the character pattern data 
is turned in the background color as shown in FIGS. 2B and 
2D from among the character pattern data registered in the 
character recognition dictionary. 

0.053 At step S6, the character recognition processing 
unit 17 calculates certainty factors based on an agreement 
rate of the recognition results of respective character pattern 
data. FIG. 9 shows an example of recognition result char 
acter strings and certainty factors including “1” (low) to “8” 
(high) with respect to the image for character recognition 51 
as shown in FIG.8. The recognition result character strings 
in the respective rows in FIG. 9 show recognition results 
with respect to character String images with vertical lines as 
shown in from the top to the bottom of the image for 
character recognition 51 in FIG. 8. In the real output, the 
result character String is obtained as one character String 
segmented by “\r\n”. 

0054) At step S7, the character recognition processing 
unit 17 calculates average values of the certainty factors 
with respect to character String images with vertical lines, 
and determines the recognition result character String, which 
is the recognition result of the character String image with 
Vertical lines having the largest average value of the cer 
tainty factors, as a final recognition result. In the example as 
shown in FIG. 9, since the average of the certainty factors 
of the second recognition result character string “SUZUKI 
ICHIROU” from the bottom becomes “8” that is the largest, 
the character recognition processing unit 17 determines the 
recognition result character string “SUZUKI ICHIROU” as 
a final recognition result. 

0.055 By the way, although the character recognition 
processing unit 17 obtains the final recognition result by 
calculating an average value of the certainty factors with 
respect to each character String image with Vertical lines in 
the embodiment, the final recognition result may be obtained 
by one of the following methods. 

0056 (1) calculating a sum or variance of the certainty 
factors. 

0057 (2) setting a threshold value (since all certainty 
factors of correct recognition results are expected to be 
high, inappropriate results are eliminated by rejecting 
results in which at least one certainty factor equal to or 
less than “5” occurs). 

0.058 (3) restricting a number of characters (a number of 
places of patient ID, etc. is often fixed according to the use 
environment, and can be determined by providing the 
number of characters as a parameter in advance). 

0059 (4) restricting character types (personal names can 
be filtered by a restriction that the use other than alphabet 
is forbidden or the like). 
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0060 (5) combining conditions (the accuracy is raised by 
combining the above-described conditions Such that “an 
average value of the certainty factorS is large and variance 
of the certainty factors is small' or “a number of charac 
ters is within a predetermined value and a Sum of the 
certainty factors is the largest”). 

0061. In the above embodiments, the character recogni 
tion image data creating unit 16 collectively performs char 
acter recognition processing by using the image data for 
character recognition including the extracted character 
String image data and other plural pieces of character String 
image data. However, the character recognition processing 
may be performed Step by Step with respect to each piece of 
character String image data. That is, after the character 
recognition processing is performed by using the extracted 
character String image data, the processing of shifting the 
extracted character String image data by one pixel in the 
lateral direction and the character recognition processing 
using the shifted extracted character String image data may 
be repeated Sequentially at predetermined times. 
0062 Further, in the case of an imaging modality speci 
fied Such that the adjacent character images in the character 
String image representing character information can not 
contact and Overlap each other, the character recognition 
processing unit 17 may perform character recognition by 
using the image data for character recognition including 
character String group image data representing an image in 
which the extracted character String image and other plural 
character String images formed by shifting the pixels of the 
extracted character String image one by one in the lateral 
direction are arranged in the Vertical direction without 
creating character String image data with vertical lines. In 
this case, the character recognition processing unit 17 may 
Separate character images from the character String image by 
using Spaces between the character images to obtain char 
acter pattern data to be character-recognized. Further, char 
acter recognition may be performed not by referring to the 
character pattern data with lacking ends as shown in FIGS. 
2B and 2D, but by referring to the character pattern data 
with both ends as shown in FIGS. 2A and 2C. 

0063. Furthermore, although the example has been 
described in the case where the number of overlapping lines 
is “1”, in the case where the number of pixels in the lateral 
direction of the character string image is “N” and the number 
of overlapping lines is “n” where “N” and “n” are integers 
larger than “1” and “N” is larger than “n”, the number of 
character String images required for creating image data for 
character recognition is (N-n), and the width and spacing of 
the Vertical lines in the Same color as the background color 
are n pixels and (N-n) pixels, respectively. 
0064. Further, although the CT device 2, the MRI device 
3, and the US device 4 are locally connected respectively, 
they may be network-connected. 
0065 According to the character recognition device of 
the embodiment, Since the character recognition is per 
formed by using the image data for character recognition 
representing the character String group image in which the 
extracted character String image data and other plural char 
acter String images formed by shifting the pixels of the 
extracted character String image at least one by one in the 
lateral direction are arranged in the vertical direction, even 
in the case where lateral blurring of character String image 
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occurs at the time of analog capture or the position of a 
character String image changes due to difference in number 
of characters by centering of the character String image or 
the like, character images can be appropriately separated 
from one kind of character String image data and character 
recognition can be performed accurately. Further, Since 
character recognition is performed for plural character String 
images arranged as a character String group image, the 
overhead for calling up a character recognition processing 
program can be avoided in comparison with the case where 
the character recognition processing is performed with 
respect to each character String image. On the other hand, in 
the case where the character recognition processing is per 
formed with respect to each character String image, a 
memory capacity required for one execution of the character 
recognition processing can be reduced. 

0.066 Furthermore, since the vertical lines in the same 
color as the background color are drawn in each character 
String image included in the character String group image on 
the pixel at the detected character color Start position and 
every predetermined number of pixels from the character 
color Start position and the character pattern data with 
lacking ends is registered in the character recognition dic 
tionary, even when the adjacent character images in the 
character String image overlap with each other, the character 
recognition can be performed accurately from the Separated 
character images. 

1. A character recognition device for performing character 
recognition based on image data representing images includ 
ing character information inputted from an imaging modal 
ity for a purpose of diagnosis, Said device comprising: 

character recognition image data creating means for 
extracting character String image data representing a 
character String image from image data generated by 
using Said imaging modality and repeatedly shifting the 
character String image represented by the extracted 
character String image data in a character String direc 
tion at least one pixel by one pixel So as to create plural 
kinds of character String image data including the 
extracted character String image data; and 

character recognition processing means for Separating 
character images from each character String image 
represented by the plural kinds of character String 
image data to obtain character pattern data representing 
the Separated character images, performing character 
recognition by using the obtained character pattern 
data, and calculating certainty factors based on an 
agreement rate of recognition results of the character 
pattern data to determine a recognition result character 
String based on the certainty factors with respect to the 
plural kinds of character String image data. 

2. A character recognition device according to claim 1, 
wherein: 

Said character recognition image data creating means 
creates image data for character recognition in which 
the character String images represented by the plural 
kinds of character String image data are arranged in a 
direction different from the character String direction; 
and 

Said character recognition processing means Separates 
character images from each character String image 
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represented by the plural kinds of character String 
image data included in the image data for character 
recognition to obtain character pattern data represent 
ing the Separated character images, and performs char 
acter recognition by using the obtained character pat 
tern data. 

3. A character recognition device according to claim 1, 
wherein when each of the plural kinds of character String 
image data is created by Said character recognition image 
data creating means, said character recognition processing 
means Separates character images from the character String 
image represented by Said character String image data to 
obtain character pattern data representing the Separated 
character images, and performs character recognition by 
using the obtained character pattern data. 

4. A character recognition device according to claim 1, 
wherein Said character recognition image data creating 
means creates plural kinds of character String image data in 
which vertical lines are drawn in a different color from a 
character color within the character String imageS repre 
Sented by the plural kinds of character String image data on 
a pixel at a start position of the character color and every 
predetermined number of pixels from the Start position of 
the character color. 

5. A character recognition device according to claim 4, 
wherein Said character recognition processing means per 
forms character recognition by referring to character pattern 
data in which a color of pixels included in two lines at both 
ends of character images has been turned in a different color 
from the character color. 

6. A character recognition method of performing character 
recognition based on image data representing images includ 
ing character information inputted from an imaging modal 
ity for a purpose of diagnosis, Said method comprising the 
Steps of 

(a) extracting character String image data representing a 
character String image from image data generated by 
using Said imaging modality and repeatedly shifting the 
character String image represented by the extracted 
character String image data in a character String direc 
tion at least one pixel by one pixel So as to create plural 
kinds of character String image data including the 
extracted character String image data; 

(b) separating character images from each character String 
image represented by the plural kinds of character 
String image data to obtain character pattern data rep 
resenting the Separated character images, and perform 
ing character recognition by using the obtained char 
acter pattern data; and 

(c) calculating certainty factors based on an agreement 
rate of recognition results of the character pattern data 
to determine a recognition result character String based 
on the certainty factors with respect to the plural kinds 
of character String image data. 

7. A character recognition method according to claim 6, 
wherein: 

Step (a) includes creating image data for character recog 
nition in which the character String imageS represented 
by the plural kinds of character String image data are 
arranged in a direction different from the character 
String direction; and 
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Step (b) includes separating character images from each 
character String image represented by the plural kinds 
of character String image data included in the image 
data for character recognition to obtain character pat 
tern data representing the Separated character images, 
and performing character recognition by using the 
obtained character pattern data. 

8. A character recognition method according to claim 6, 
wherein when each of the plural kinds of character String 
image data is created at Step (a), Step (b) includes separating 
character images from the character String image repre 
Sented by Said character String image data to obtain character 
pattern data representing the Separated character images, and 
performing character recognition by using the obtained 
character pattern data. 
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9. A character recognition method according to claim 6, 
wherein step (a) includes creating plural kinds of character 
String image data in which vertical lines are drawn in a 
different color from a character color within the character 
String images represented by the plural kinds of character 
String image data on a pixel at a Start position of the 
character color and every predetermined number of pixels 
from the Start position of the character color. 

10. A character recognition method according to claim 9, 
wherein step (b) includes performing character recognition 
by referring to character pattern data in which a color of 
pixels included in two lines at both ends of character images 
has been turned in a different color from the character color. 


